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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 221 pages. Sweet Heavenly Daze is not just another book about heaven. It is a book about the heaven
we all dream of, hope toward, and pray for. From The Bottoms to Downtown, this is a sacred place where archangels play baseball, where wounded
souls are healed by music, and where everyone discovers a surprising and satisfying destiny. Many might doubt that this heaven exists. But it does.
This is the heaven we cherish in our faithful imaginations. Here is a lighthearted, witty, profound, and poignant glimpse at religion that is a little
di erent from the religion of popular faith. Sweet Heavenly Daze: A Memoir of the A erlifeSynopsis Barry Wilcox dies, arrives in heaven, and
discovers he doesnt want to be there. An initial meeting at a bar called Angelos with Uriel the archangel, Socrates, John Wayne, Leonardo da Vinci
and others reveals to him that he has arrived at the lowest level of heaven, the Bottoms. He and several traveling companions, led by one of the
bigshots, are to make the journey from the Bottoms toward Downtown together. Leonardo will lead his group: Barry travels with Roy, an
accountant whose issue is that he needs always to be right; Sylvia, a mousy woman who is a stalker, a snoop, and whose hatred for Barry is
volcanic; Waldo, a spike-haired druggie whose father was a SEAL, and who is at heart a teddy bear; Miranda, a wild-woman acupuncturist, who has
been tormented all her life by her guilt over her secret abortion at age 15; and Joey, son of a New Jersey mobster whose lifestyle has landed him in
heaven, but on probation. These seven move toward the dividing line between the Bottoms and Second Heaven, a place called Respite. Along the
way they argue...
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